
2018  

Les  Combarel s  

Harmony of contrasts: 

Just like this terroir of Terasses du Larzac, Combarels is a wine of character and contrasts. In this wine, power blends into 
finesse, voluptuousness into elegance.  

From the vineyard to the winery, nothing is le  to chance. Grapes are harvested by hand in small crates before selec on, 
crushing and winemaking in the most natural way possible. Fruit of the work of passionate ar sans, Combarels expresses 
all of the  uniqueness of this singular terroir between freshness and generosity. 

Carignan 70% 
Syrah 20% 
Grenache 10% 

Harvested	with	horses,	our	wine	is	
the	pure	expression	of	the	Larzac	
Terraces	vineyard.		
Located	in	Southwest	France,						
the			climate	of	this	region		records	
night	and	day	signi icant													
variations	in			temperatures	of			
ifty	degrees	in	the	summer.				
This	allows	the	grapes	to	grow	
gently	and	gives	the	wine	its			
freshness	and	complex	aromas.”	

Terraces of Larzac 

Carefully harvested, each grape   
variety is harvested separately to   
preserve its purest expression.    

T h e  w i n e  i s  m a d e  i n               
thermo-regulated tanks after a 
cold pre-fermentation soak to  
express the freshness of the        
single-terroir  of Les Combarels on 
the terraces of Larzac. 

The steep hillside stress enhances 
the character provided from this 
location that sees the ocean from 
its peaks. 

#807526    2018 Cassagne et Vitailles Combarels red   6 bo les per flat carton    $19.99 retail 



2019  

Les  Combarel s  Blanc  

Harmony of contrasts: 

Just like this terroir of Terasses du Larzac, Combarels is a wine of character and contrasts. In this wine, power blends into 
finesse, voluptuousness into elegance.  

From the vineyard to the winery, nothing is le  to chance. Grapes are harvested by hand in small crates before selec on, 
crushing and winemaking in the most natural way possible. Fruit of the work of passionate ar sans, Combarels expresses 
all of the  uniqueness of this singular terroir between freshness and generosity. 

60% Chardonnay 
30% Grenache Blanc 
10% Viognier 

Terraces of Larzac 

Carefully harvested, each grape   
variety is harvested separately to   
preserve its purest expression.   The 
wine touches barrel for a short 
time to balance body with      
freshness and  minerality. 

The nose is floral and fruity,        
delivering aromas of PEACH,  
APRICOT, CITRUS, WILDFLOWERS 
and an unexpected hint of ANISE. 

On the palate, Combarels shows 
freshness and notes of ORANGE  
BLOSSOM  in addition to the 
p e a c h  c o m p o n e n t s  a n d          
minerality;             

The length of the finish is insane... 

Harvested	with	horses,	our	wine	is	
the	pure	expression	of	the	Larzac	
Terraces	vineyard.		
Located	in	Southwest	France,						
the			climate	of	this	region		records	
night	and	day	signi icant													
variations	in			temperatures	of			
ifty	degrees	in	the	summer.				
This	allows	the	grapes	to	grow	
gently	and	gives	the	wine	its			
freshness	and	complex	aromas.”	

#807527    2019 Cassagne et Vitailles Combarels blanc   6 bo les per flat carton   $29.99 


